
Transform the 
interview 
scheduling 
experience and 
stand out to win 
the war for talent

Real-time scheduling that integrates with the tools you use every day

of senior US candidates have dropped out 
of recruitment processes due to issues with 
interview scheduling

62%

Video and phone 
interviews

Group 
interviews

Multi-part 
interviews

Panel 
interviews

Assessment 
days

Interview scheduling made easy

Recruiters can see hiring managers availability

No email chains or phone calls to find 
times to interview

Add conferencing or rooms to every 
interview booking

Create private links to keep data protected

Optimize the candidate experience

Individual links give candidates a 
personalized experience

Empower candidates to choose times 
that work for them 

Times show interviewers’ real-time 
availability

Every interview type supported

Marty McFlyM

www . cronofy . com

Combine multiple 
interviewer’s 
availability to find a time 
that works for everyone



Get in touch:  support@cronofy.com | amelia@cronofy.com

Thousands of HR software providers and talent acquisition professionals 
trust Cronofy to deliver their interview scheduling tech:

Automatically move candidates through 
interview stages with auto-generated 
personalized scheduling links and features

Add the power of Cronofy scheduling 
capabilities directly into Greenhouse

Candidates can self-serve and book interviews 
within the parameters you set up for each stage

All information and updates are synced between 
Greenhouse, the candidate record and Cronofy 
for full visibility

Arranged interviews are pushed directly as an 
event into all participants’ calendars

With our Greenhouse ATS integration:

Include multiple interviewers availability and 
arrange interviews on behalf of hiring managers

Schedule from your favorite applications with 
our free browser extension and Add-ins

Seamless scheduling that lets recruiters focus 
on the candidate

Create and send personalized scheduling links 
for interviews and meetings

Set up default interviewers that can act as 
mandatory groups or as pools from which only 
one person needs to be available

Scalable tool designed to easily onboard teams

With our Scheduler tool:

Learn more about our integration: 
cronofy.com/integrations/greenhouse

Learn more about our enterprise ready tool: 
cronofy.com/lighthouse

We operate a robust security and compliance program, adhering to the highest level of information 
security standards ensuring that calendars and candidate data are kept private.

ISO27001 SOC2 GDPR CCPA HIPAA

www.cronofy.com

“In the recruitment industry, which contracted by around 17% as a result of 
the pandemic, The Judge Group are going from strength to strength - our 

adoption of technology and partnerships with businesses like Cronofy has 
contributed a big part in us maintaining  that efficiency and momentum.”

Ken Krieger | Chief Information Officer, The Judge Group

With our off-the-shelf tool you can access 
hassle-free interview scheduling today, with no 
integration required.

Use our ATS integrations to bring automated and 
seamless interview scheduling directly into your 
existing hiring workflows.

https://ln.cronofy.com/3miIA2U
https://ln.cronofy.com/3vS5YI0

